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Hall-e↵ect thrusters (HETs) operated with xenon are one of the most commonly used electric propulsion
technologies for a wide range of space missions, including drag compensation in low Earth orbit, station-
keeping, and orbital insertion, as access to space becomes more a↵ordable. Although anomalous electron
transport, the electron drift instability (EDI), and secondary electron emission (SEE) have been studied
experimentally and numerically in xenon-based HETs, the impact of alternative propellants is still poorly
characterized. In this work, a two-dimensional particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo collision (PIC/MCC) code is
used to model the (r�✓) plane of a HET operated separately with four di↵erent noble gases: xenon, krypton,
argon, and helium. Models for electron induced secondary electron emission (SEE) and dielectric walls are
implemented in order to investigate the coupling between the propellant choice and the radial thruster walls.
For all conditions and propellants studied, an EDI and enhanced electron cross-field transport are observed.
The frequency of the instability, as well as the electron mobility, are compared with analytical expressions
from a recently developed kinetic theory. Confirming this theory, it is shown that while the frequency of the
EDI depends on the propellant mass, the electron mobility appears to be almost independent of the propellant
choice.

Keywords: Hall E↵ect Thruster (HET), 2D Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation, Monte Carlo collision, Alter-
native propellants

I. INTRODUCTION

Hall-e↵ect thrusters (HETs) are one of the most suc-
cessful technologies for electric space propulsion, and are
increasingly being used on commercial, military, and sci-
entific spacecrafts.1 As illustrated in Figure 1, a typical
HET consists of three main parts:2,3

1. An annular ceramic channel (in gray checkerboard
in Figure 1) where the propellant gas is injected
at the base, ionized, and accelerated. This chan-
nel has a length and a width of the order of
centimeters4. The density in the channel is typ-
ically in the range of 1017 to 1018 m�3 for the
plasma, and 1018 to 1020 m�3 for the neutral gas.5

2. An electric circuit composed of an anode located at
the base of the channel and an external hollow cath-
ode. A large potential di↵erence (100’s of volts) is
applied between the anode and the cathode, which
accelerates the ions to high velocities, generating
thrust. The cathode provides electrons that both
sustain the plasma discharge through ionization,
and neutralize the ion beam.

3. A magnetic circuit that imposes a predominantly
radial magnetic field (10’s of mT) near the outlet
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a typical HET.
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of the channel. This magnetic field enhances the
residence time of the electrons in the channel and
thus increases the ionization e�ciency.2

HETs are predominantly operated using xenon, due to
its large mass, relatively low ionization threshold, and
its chemical inertness.2 However, some alternative pro-
pellants for HETs are potential substitutes to xenon7:

Argon would be the most cost e↵ective solution. How-
ever, its higher ionization energy and lower mass
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necessitates di↵erent thruster dimensions and mag-
netic field topologies. Double stage HETs could be
one possible solution, but so far limited success has
been obtained.8–10

Krypton has also been tested as its relevant properties
are closer to xenon, and so fewer modifications of
a HET design are needed. Krypton HETs have a
high specific impulse, but a lower overall e�ciency
than xenon.11

Bismuth could also be a potential candidate. However,
it has a very high melting point of about 271�C, and
could deposit on satellite surfaces. Consequently, it
is not considered in the present work.

Iodine is the halogen that is adjacent to xenon in the
periodic table of elements, so its physical prop-
erties match the requirements of current HET
designs.12,13 Busek Co. Inc. o↵ers both HET and
gridded ion thrusters operated with iodine. Stud-
ies are ongoing to better understand the operation
of electric propulsion systems using iodine.14 How-
ever, its complex chemistry makes the proper simu-
lation of an iodine propelled HET challenging and
computationally costly, and it is thus not consid-
ered in the followings.

Atmospheric propellants could also be a solution,
mostly for spacecraft operated at very low alti-
tudes. Here the residual atmosphere is used as
a propellant. A PPS1350-TSD from Safran Air-
craft Engines was tested using pure nitrogen as well
as a nitrogen/oxygen mixture after ignition with
xenon. Both cases showed a lower propellant e�-
ciency and a higher anode erosion rate compared
with operation using xenon.15 More recently, the
European Space Agency has been testing an air-
breathing HET.16 However, due to the complexity
of the chemical processes, HETs using atmospheric
propellants are also not considered in the present
work.

Helium is too light to provide a good thrust e�ciency,
but it can be used in laboratory experiments, and
studying it helps to understand the physics and
scaling of the discharge since its mass is much lower
than xenon.

HETs are complex systems, and it is known that the
electron mobility across the magnetic field is anoma-
lously high compared to the mobility predicted by
classical transport theories based on standard particle
collisions,2,5,17–19 particularly near the thruster exit and
in the near-plume region.5,18,20,21

The role of the inner wall material on anomalous trans-
port has been experimentally highlighted in numerous
studies2,22–24. However, evidence suggests that electron-
wall collisions and secondary electron emissions (SEEs)

are not su�cient to explain the observed cross-field elec-
tron transport.25–30 Anomalous electron transport may
be due to the presence of short-wavelength instabilities
in the azimuthal direction, as highlighted by both ex-
perimental and numerical studies.31–34 Indeed, the large
electron drift velocity in the azimuthal direction acts as
a driving force for these instabilities35–37, which result in
large amplitude fluctuations in both the plasma density
and the azimuthal electric field. These instabilities have
frequencies in the MHz range, wavelengths less than a
millimeter, and electric field amplitudes almost as large
as the axial accelerating field itself.5

This phenomenon has been observed in xenon-based
one-dimensional (1D) particle-in-cell (PIC) Monte Carlo
collisions (MCC) simulations,38 and a recent kinetic the-
ory predicts similar instability characteristics and an
enhanced electron transport.39 Two-dimensional xenon-
based (2D) PIC simulations have confirmed the relevance
of these predictions.6,35,40

As xenon production is expensive and subject to sup-
ply fluctuations41, its use imposes economic limitations.
Although this issue is not strictly speaking a technologi-
cal limitation, it could be a significant hurdle to the use
of HETs in the future. Since the cost to launch a payload
into low Earth orbit (LEO) is expected to go below about
10 ke/kg with the emergence of new launch services, the
required satellite propellant mass also represents an im-
portant factor. Hence, studying the physical impact of
alternative propellants on HETs operation is becoming a
valuable topic.
More precisely, the e↵ect of a change of propellant on

the instability remains an open question. In this paper
a 2D PIC/MCC model of the (r � ✓) plane of a HET is
simulated, with a “fake” axial length to study the anoma-
lous cross-field electron transport. Dielectric radial walls
with electron-induced SEE are included in the simulation
model. Four noble gases (xenon, krypton, argon, and he-
lium) are investigated, using realistic cross section data
for electron-neutral and ion-neutral interactions. Results
are then compared to the kinetic theory predictions in
order to challenge its quality.
Section II describes the simulation model. The proper-

ties of the instability and the anomalous electron trans-
port obtained from the simulation are compared with
results from kinetic theory in section III. Finally, the
relative influence of the characteristics of the propellant
on the discharge properties is discussed in section IV.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The results presented in this work were obtained us-
ing an independently developed 2D-3V PIC/MCC code
called LPPic2D.6,42–45 In this code, a Cartesian geome-
try is used, but without any scaling factors applied to the
permittivity or ion mass, so as to correctly preserve the
relevant spatial and temporal scales.
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A. Particle-In-Cell/Monte Carlo collisions (PIC/MCC)
simulations

LPPic2D uses the classical structure of a 2D PIC/MCC
code.46 It features a structured Cartesian mesh, fixed in
time, with square cells (�x = �y). The time-step, as
well as the cell size, are chosen so as to resolve the elec-
tron plasma frequency, the Debye length, and to satisfy
the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for elec-
trons with a maximum energy of 150 eV.
Ions and electrons are initialized with a uniform den-

sity, n0, and with a given temperature (Te for electrons,
and Ti for ions). The number of particles initialized in
the system, N , is a parameter chosen in order to obtain
typically more than 60 particles-per-cell.46 The ions are
assumed to be unmagnetized in HET due to their large
Larmor radius compared with the dimensions of the sys-
tem. Neutrals are not followed in the simulation but are
treated as a constant and homogeneous background at
given temperature Tn and pressure Pn.
The region of a HET channel that is near the out-

let of the thruster, where both the magnetic field and
the acceleration electric field reach a maximum, is sim-
ulated. The curvature of the system is neglected, since
it was shown that it does not play a significant role in
the plasma discharge behavior.47 Therefore, the (r � ✓)
plane corresponds to the (Oy � Ox) plane in Cartesian
coordinates, with periodic boundary conditions in the x

direction. The x and y components of the electric field
are obtained by solving Poisson’s equation, while the z

component of the electric field is imposed as a parameter
in the simulation. The system length in the z direction
is set to a finite value, Lz, but Poisson’s equation is not
solved in this direction. This method is a 2D general-
ization of previous 1D models38,48, and has already been
described in a former paper6.

B. Collisional processes

Collisional processes between charged particles and the
neutral background are modeled using a Monte Carlo col-
lision (MCC) algorithm49. Electron-neutral collisions in-
clude elastic collisions, ionization, and several excitation
processes. Since it would be very heavy to simulate the
energy losses corresponding to all the excited states of the
atom and that many cross section data remain unknown,
sets of two to four inelastic processes that are consis-
tent with the global behavior of the gas were selected
from the literature. Ion-neutral elastic scattering and
charge-exchange reactions are included for ions. All the
electron-neutral collision cross sections are taken from
the Biagi database retrieved from LXcat.50 Ion-neutral
charge exchange cross sections for helium (4.003 AMU),
argon (39.95 AMU) and xenon (131.3 AMU51) come from
the Phelps database.52 For krypton (83.8 AMU), an em-
pirical formula proposed by Sakabe is used.53 The elas-
tic collisions between ions and neutrals are modeled by

(Oy)

(Ox)

(Oz)

B0

E0

FIG. 2. Schematic of the simulation set-up. The 2D (Ox �
Oy) grid is displayed with the plasma discharge in the center

and the dielectric walls (purple) separating the discharge from

grounded metallic electrodes (red). Blue arrows represent the

periodic boundary conditions closing the (Ox) axis. In green,

the z = 0 and z = Lz planes close the simulation domain.

Langevin capture cross sections,54,55 except for argon for
which data coming from Phelps52 is used. The set of cross
section data corresponding to each gas is noted {�X},
where X can be He, Ar, Kr, or Xe. This notation is used
in particular in Table II.

C. Thruster walls

Dielectric walls are modeled as a physical dielectric
thickness on both sides of the channel that separate
the discharge channel from a grounded metallic wall.
The walls have the same characteristics (thickness, Ldiel,
and relative permittivity, ✏rdiel = ✏diel/✏0) on both sides.
These dielectrics are modeled by extending the simula-
tion grid and solving Poisson’s equation inside the dielec-
tric layer while taking into account the surface charges
that build up at the plasma-wall interface.56–58 This set-
up is illustrated in Figure 2.
A linear model of SEE introduced by S. Barral59 and

also used in more recent works47,60,61 is implemented. In
this model, the incident electron kinetic energy, ✏, is used
to estimate the re-emission probability:

�(✏) = min(�0 +
✏

✏⇤
[1� �0], �max ) (1)

where ✏⇤ is the crossover energy, �0 is the minimum prob-
ability of secondary emission, and �max the maximum
re-emission probability. Experimental studies of boron
nitride walls,60 which is the most commonly used mate-
rial in HETs, show that typical values are �0 = 0.578,
�max = 2.9, and ✏

⇤ = 35.04 eV.

III. RESULTS

The parameters used in the following simulations are
summarized in Table I. In order to decouple the e↵ect of
the propellant from the one of the walls, two models are
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Parameter Unit Value

Gas Xe, Kr, Ar, He

Simulation domain, Lx ⇥ Ly ⇥ Lz [cm
3
] 0.5⇥ 2.0⇥ 1.0

Cell size, �x = �y = �z [cm] 2⇥ 10
�5

Time-step, �t [s] 4⇥ 10
�12

Number of super-particles, N [particles] 25⇥ 10
6

Diagnostics average, NA [time-steps] 2000

Radial magnetic field, B0 [G] 200

Axial electric field, E0 [Vm
�1

] 2⇥ 10
4

Mean plasma density, n0 [m
�3

] 3⇥ 10
17

Injection electron temperature, Te [eV] 5.0

Injection ion temperature, Ti [eV] 0.1

SEE temperature, Tsee [eV] 1.0

Neutral gas pressure, Pn [mTorr] 1.0

Neutral gas temperature, Tn [K] 300

Neutral gas density, ng [m
�3

] 3.22⇥ 10
19

Probability of attachment, �0 0.578

Maximum re-emission probability,

�max

2.9

Crossover energy, ✏
⇤

[eV] 35.04

Dielectric thickness, Ldiel [mm] 3

Dielectric relative permittivity,

✏
r

diel

10

TABLE I. Physical and numerical parameters used in 2D PIC

simulations.

Simulation case
Ion mass [AMU]

4.003 39.95 83.8 131.3

Case 1:

{�He} {�Ar} {�Kr} {�Xe}
Dielectric walls with SEE

Case 2:
Metallic walls without SEE

Case 3: {�Xe}
Metallic walls without SEE

TABLE II. The di↵erent simulation cases treated in terms

of wall models and the implemented cross sections. {�X}
represents the set of cross section data corresponding to each

gas, where X can be He, Ar, Kr, or Xe.

investigated: one simplified, without SEE and dielectric
walls, and a more realistic case, with SEE and dielectric
walls.

For each of these models, seven simulations are run.
Four of them simulate the di↵erent propellants: xenon,
argon, krypton, and helium (cases 1 and 2 in Table II),
and three other simulations are conducted with exactly
the same set-up, but with collision processes of xenon
instead of the corresponding gas collisions (case 3 in Ta-
ble II). In the simulations of case 3, the ions are simulated
with their masses but with the xenon collision cross sec-
tions. These simulations are performed in order to isolate
the e↵ect of the ion mass. About 10µs of physical time
are simulated, and the di↵erent values presented there-
after are averaged during the last 5µs of the simulation,
when the instability has reached saturation.

FIG. 3. Snapshot at 10 µs of the azimuthal electric field

E✓ = E · e✓ in kV/m in the 2D (r � ✓) domain with the

simplified model and xenon as propellant.

A. Electron drift instability characteristics

In each case, an instability grows in less than 2µs (the
growth time depending of the gas) before it saturates.
The instability qualitatively has the same characteristics
as those found in previous studies using xenon.25,35,36,47

An example of the instability is illustrated with the az-
imuthal electric field E✓ in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the instability spatial pattern, with the
main azimuthal oscillation and smaller oscillations in
both the radial and the azimuthal directions. Figure 4
present the temporal evolution of E✓ and the correspond-
ing frequency spectrum. A more detailed description of
the simulation case with xenon can be found in a previous
paper.6,42

Instability properties such as the frequency, f , or the
wavelength, �, are defined by the locations of the max-
ima in the temporal and spatial Fourier spectra, respec-
tively. The azimuthal Fourier transform of the data is
averaged in the radial direction (excluding the sheaths).
The maximum frequency and wavelength are computed
for each run and compared to the theoretical predictions
from kinetic theory derived in Lafleur et al.39, where it
was shown that:

f =
!pi

2⇡
p
3

with !pi =

✓
n0q

2

✏0mi

◆1/2

(2)

� = 2⇡�De

p
2 with �De =

✓
✏0Te

|q|n0

◆1/2

(3)

where �De is the electron Debye length and !pi the
ion plasma frequency. The uncertainty in the measure-
ments from the PIC simulation data are approximately
±0.5MHz for the frequency and ±0.1mm for the wave-
length. Moreover, the measurement of the electron tem-
perature, calculated directly from the mean electron ki-
netic energy, has an uncertainty of approximately ±5 eV.
This uncertainty is then echoed in any subsequent esti-
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FIG. 4. (top) Temporal evolution of the azimuthal electric

field E✓ at the center of the simulation domain for argon (case

1) and (bottom) the corresponding frequency spectrum. The

main frequency is clearly observed, here at 14MHz.

FIG. 5. Comparison between (dashed blue line) the theoreti-

cal value of the electron drift instability frequency f obtained

from equation (2), and (markers) the values obtained from

the PIC/MCC simulations: ⇥: case 1, •: cases 2 & 3 (over-

lapping).

mates, such as the Debye length. Frequency comparisons
are summarized in Figure 5. The instability frequency
decreases with the ion mass in agreement with equa-
tion (2) displayed as the dashed line in Figure 5. The
wavelength of the instability is observed to be around
1.1mm for all cases, which is close to the value predicted
by equation (3).
As already demonstrated for a xenon plasma

discharge,6 collision processes play only a minor role in
the characteristics of the instability. Indeed, compari-
son between simulation cases 2 and 3 show very weak

discrepancies. This agreement confirms that ion-neutral
and electron-neutral collisions represent only higher or-
der e↵ects on the instability.

B. Enhanced electron transport

In the PIC simulations, the mean cross field electron
mobility is measured in the direction perpendicular to
the simulation plane according to the formula:

µpic =

PNe�
j=1 vjz

Ne�E0
(4)

where the summation is performed over all the Ne� elec-
trons, and vjz is the z component of the velocity of the
j
th electron. According to classical transport theory, the
electron mobility should be:55

µcla =
e

me⌫m

1 + !2
ce

⌫2
m

(5)

where !ce = eB0/me is the electron cyclotron frequency,
and ⌫m is the electron-neutral momentum transfer colli-
sion frequency which is measured directly from the PIC
simulation. An approximate improved cross-field elec-
tron mobility found by Lafleur38 is

µe↵ = µcla

✓
1� !ce

⌫m

hneE✓i
n0E0

◆
(6)

where ne is the local electron density, E✓ the electric field
in the azimuthal direction, and h·i represents a spatial
and temporal average. Under the assumption that the
saturation of the instability is mainly due to ion trapping,
the electron mobility may be simplified to39:

µ
sat
e↵ = µcla

✓
1 +

!ce

⌫m

Rei

|q|neE0

◆
(7)

where

Rei =
e|r · (neTevi)|

4
p
6cs

⇡ eneTeviz

4
p
6csLz

(8)

is the saturated electron-ion friction force. In equation
(8), the spatial derivative has been approximated across
the axial simulation direction, vi is the local ion drift
velocity, and cs = (eTe/mi)1/2 is the Bohm speed. The
ion outlet velocity along (Oz) in the simulation is:

viz =

✓
2eE0Lz

mi

◆1/2

(9)

In a real thruster, the ion velocity is driven by the electro-
static potential drop between the anode and the cathode,
U (U > 0). In the simulation, since Poisson’s equation
is not solved in the axial direction, the potential drop is
related to the applied axial electric field from

E0Lz = U (10)
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the mobility estimates and results from

the PIC simulation: (blue) µpic given by equation (4), (red)

µe↵ given by equation (6), (green) µ
sat

e↵ given by equation (11),

and (purple) µcla given by equation (5). N: case 1, �: case

2, •: case 3

Equation (7) hence becomes:

µ
sat
e↵ = µcla

"
1 +

1

4
p
3

!ce

⌫m

✓
Te

U

◆1/2
#

(11)

Since ⌫m ⌧ !ce, equation (11) reduces to:

µ
sat
e↵ =

(Te/U)1/2

4
p
3B0

(12)

Equation (12) shows that to this approximation the en-
hanced mobility does not explicitly depend on the con-
sidered gas. Interestingly, with the approximation to the
derivative in equation (8), the enhanced mobility shows a
1/B dependence; similar to that for a Bohm-type anoma-
lous transport. This however is somewhat fortuitous as
the applied magnetic field is spatially constant, and the
electron mobility has been averaged over the axial sim-
ulation domain length. For the case where the spatial
variation of the magnetic field and electron mobility are
accounted for, this 1/B dependence is no longer satisfied
in general.5,39

A comparison between the measured and theoretical
values is shown in Figure 6. The enhanced mobility mea-
sured from the PIC simulation slightly increases with
the mass of the propellant. It varies from 5m2V�1s�1

for helium to 6m2V�1s�1 for xenon. Error margins
on the computation of the mobilities are estimated to
be ±0.1m2V�1s�1. The e↵ective mobility predicted by
equation (6) agrees well with the PIC simulation re-
sults. The saturated e↵ective mobility (equations (11-
12)) shows a reasonable agreement with the mobility
measured from the PIC simulation, and provides some
scaling laws of the mobility with respect to the discharge
voltage, the electron temperature, and the magnetic field.
As expected from kinetic theory, even though the fre-

quency decreases with the ion mass, the enhanced mobil-
ity measured in the simulation is not heavily impacted by

a change of propellant. However, in a real system where
the electron temperature is determined by particle and
energy balance considerations inside the discharge, the
electron temperature may vary as the propellant mass
changes.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A. Role of the propellant

In the previous sections, the results of 2D PIC/MCC
simulations in the (r � ✓) plane of a HET operated with
various gases were presented. Enhanced electron trans-
port as well as the electron drift instability have been
observed and quantified. These simulations used various
noble gases (helium, argon, krypton, and xenon) in order
to investigate the impact of the propellant on the plasma
discharge. It was verified that the influence of the propel-
lant on the characteristics of the EDI are well predicted
by kinetic theory. A simplified formula for the anoma-
lous electron mobility (equation (12)) was proposed and
matches reasonably well with the PIC simulation results.
However, this theoretical expression is not able to pre-
dict the slight increase of the electron mobility with the
propellant mass.

B. Role of the wall properties

The first impact of SEE is to cool down the plasma.
Indeed, secondary electrons are injected in the sheath,
reducing its potential drop. Hence the minimum elec-
tron energy needed to exit the system is lower. More-
over, secondary electrons are injected at a temperature
of Tsee = 1 eV which is much lower than the temperature
of the bulk electrons. For example, for argon, the elec-
tron mean temperature in the bulk drops from 48.3 eV
to 36.2 eV when the SEE are taken into account. Sev-
eral runs were also performed with dielectric walls and
without the SEE in order to discriminate between the
e↵ect of the SEE and the dielectric layer. It was found
that the electron temperature is not a↵ected whether the
walls feature a dielectric coating or not. According to our
theory (equation 12), the mobility increases with the elec-
tron temperature, so a lower mobility is predicted when
the SEEs are taken into account (µsat

e↵ in Figure 6). How-
ever, a space-resolved analysis of the electron mobility in
the y direction shows that the mobility is not uniform,
so that the averaged model derived from equation (7) is
not valid anymore. The mobility is actually about twice
higher in the sheath region than in the bulk. This result
was already found in previous studies and interpreted as
a near-wall mobility e↵ect.62 This phenomenon is caused
by the SEE and its e↵ect on the averaged mobility is
stronger than that of the drop of electron temperature.
Consequently, the values of electron mobility measured
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from the PIC simulation data and predicted by equa-
tion (6) are higher in case 1 than in cases 2 and 3.

C. Future work

The main limitation of this work is that Poisson’s equa-
tion is only solved in the (r� ✓) plane. This implies that
the z component of the wavenumber is neglected and that
the convection of the instability away from the simulation
plane is not correctly modeled. Moreover, self-consistent
ionization was not possible in our configuration as the
ionization zone of an HET di↵ers from the acceleration
zone. Therefore, the e↵ect of the changed chemistry on
the ionization process should be investigated with the
axial direction taken into account.
Moreover, as the present simulation tool does not allow

us to model more than one ion type, we are unable to
model complex chemistry processes. Thus, atmospheric
propellants as well as iodine are promising alternatives
which will be studied in a future work.
Finally, through comparisons of the PIC/MCC simu-

lation results with a kinetic theory coming from recent
literature,6,38,39 we showed that the electron drift insta-
bility is the main driver of the plasma transport in HET
operated with noble gas propellants. We provided use-
ful estimates and analytical formulas that can be im-
plemented in future global models of HET that would
capture the main trends of the PIC simulation.
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